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Finding The Best Dance Pole For You and Your Home 

Choosing a sturdy pole is one of the most important parts when beginning to pole dance.  It’s 

an investment in yourself and your health.  It should be of good quality and it should last a long 

time. 

There several types of poles that can be used for different types of uses, so here is the 

breakdown: 

Permanently Installed Poles:   

If you don’t own your home, you may want to get a removable pole so you can take it with you 

if you leave.  Permanent installed poles require you to put bolts (or large screws) into a ceiling 

joist which creates large holes in the ceiling.  These holes can be easily patched with a little 

caulking or spackling so don’t let the “holes” entirely deter you from a permanently installed 

pole a viable option. 

The other issue with some permanently installed poles is that some people wish to take the 

pole down occasionally for certain circumstances like visitors or children.  A permanently 

installed pole can come down, however the ceiling mount remains on the ceiling at all times 

(until you are ready to take it down permanently).  This may or may not be noticed by your 

guests and may or may not make a good conversation! 

If you own your home and you know exactly where you want your pole to go (and remain), then 

go for the permanently installed pole just for the added safety. 

*HOT TIP* You can change a portable dance pole into a permanently installed pole with a flat 

ceiling mount. 

 

Portable (aka removable) Poles: 

Permanent pole are sturdier of course, however, dancers have been safely dancing on portable 

(aka removable poles) for years.  Installation of the removable pole is critical to ensure safety.  

Removable poles will need to be checked periodically to ensure they remain tight whereas a 

permanently installed pole doesn’t require that maintenance. 

http://www.polefitnessdancing.com/
http://polefitnessdancingshop.com/product/x-pert-permanent-flat-ceiling-mount-for-40mm-45mm-50mm-poles/
http://polefitnessdancingshop.com/product/x-pert-permanent-flat-ceiling-mount-for-40mm-45mm-50mm-poles/
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I have danced on a removable pole for years and enjoy it immensely.  My portable Affordable 

No Brand Pole and my X Pert X Pole have never needed to be tightened after they were initially 

installed. 

 

Spinning or Static Poles:  

Static is when the pole does not spin, spinning is when the pole will spin.   

Both removable and permanently installed poles can come static, spinning, or feature both.   

 I recommend a pole with both spinning and static features.  When you begin pole dancing, you 

will find it easier to dance on a spinning pole (at least that’s what my students say).  Static will 

help you build grip strength and prepare you for competitions if you ever want to go that far 

with pole dancing.   

Traditionally beginners first learn to dance in static and then in spinning mode.  This gives a 

beginner time to learn to control their moment on the pole before adding the spinning feature 

into the dance routine. 

My pole is almost always on spinning.   

Look for pole with locking nuts that can be adjusted at the base of the pole.  This allows you to 

choose static or spinning mode. 

If you aren’t sure, go here to read a great article about learning to pole dance in spinning or 

static mode. 

 

Brand Name or Off Brand Poles:   

This is generally where people get scarred and confused.   

Most name brand poles typically have a good reputation for quality and safety however, not 

every brand name pole is good quality. Some brand name poles like the Carmen Electra Pole 

are not safe for learning to pole dance on in my opinion.   

I have used to different Brand Name poles and found my Affordable No Brand pole to be A FAR 

BETTER POLE. 

http://www.polefitnessdancing.com/
http://polefitnessdancingshop.com/product/affordable-no-brand-removeable-45mm-chrome-dance-pole-kit/
http://polefitnessdancingshop.com/product/affordable-no-brand-removeable-45mm-chrome-dance-pole-kit/
http://polefitnessdancingshop.com/product/x-pert-x-pole-chrome-dance-pole-kit/
http://polefitnessdancingshop.com/product-category/pole-dance-poles/spinning-dance-poles/
http://polefitnessdancing.com/learning-to-dance-on-a-spinning-or-static-dance-pole/
http://polefitnessdancing.com/learning-to-dance-on-a-spinning-or-static-dance-pole/
http://polefitnessdancingshop.com/product/affordable-no-brand-removeable-45mm-chrome-dance-pole-kit/
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As a cheaper option, many women consider purchasing the Carmen Electra Pole or a Pro Fit 

Pole. 

Unless you are planning to dance “around” the pole for show and not “on it”, then I don’t 

necessarily recommend those brands of poles…..  Here are my video reviews explaining why: 

 

 

 

 

http://www.polefitnessdancing.com/
http://polefitnessdancing.com/carmen-electra-pole-review-professional-spinning-dance-pole/
http://polefitnessdancing.com/pro-fit-dance-pole-review/
http://polefitnessdancing.com/pro-fit-dance-pole-review/
http://polefitnessdancing.com/carmen-electra-pole-review-professional-spinning-dance-pole/
http://polefitnessdancing.com/pro-fit-dance-pole-review/
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Other brand name poles of professional quality are Lil Mynx and X poles.  Both are great 

companies and have been around for a while.  They both demonstrate professional qualities 

and if you can afford one of these brands then I recommend them both.  

Here is a great video about the X Pole VERSUS other types of poles: 

 

The X Pole is more versatile in terms of adjusting to various ceiling heights than any other pole 

on the market and has a great reputation amongst professionals.  I recommend the X Pole more 

than Lil Mynx personally. 

Buying an off-brand pole can be a very safe alternative to expensive brand 

name poles like the X pole IF you know what you are looking for in a good 

quality pole. 

If you don’t know what to look for when buying a no brand pole then it can be RISKY. 

There are companies on the market that sell dance poles that are dangerous.   

http://www.polefitnessdancing.com/
http://polefitnessdancingshop.com/product-category/pole-dance-poles/lil-mynx/
http://polefitnessdancingshop.com/product-category/pole-dance-poles/x-poles/
http://polefitnessdancingshop.com/product-category/pole-dance-poles/x-poles/
http://polefitnessdancing.com/buy-safe-pole-dance-pole/
http://polefitnessdancing.com/x-pole-x-pert-review-versus-other-types-of-pole-dancing-poles/
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When I first opened my pole fitness studio, I didn’t have enough money to buy name brand 

poles so I bought a wide variety of dance poles trying to find ones safe and suitable for my 

students.    

Here is a video where I show you what to look for in a good No Brand dance 

pole: 

 

To Sum it Up, Here is what I found:  

1. You must watch for quality in the chrome.  Some cheaply coat the pole in chrome 

that then it soon chips off after you buy it.  I paid $149.99 for a pole on EBay and 

when the chrome chipped off it cut my fingers as I slid down the pole. 

2. You must look for the thickness of the metal in which to pole is created.  If you buy a 

pole that is made of too thin of metal, it can bend.  Yes, you heard that right.  I bent 

one pole inverting on it after one short month.  Once it was bent, it wouldn’t spin 

very well. 

3. You must watch for accurate install instructions.  One pole I bought came with 

wrong instruction on where to place a nut.  I put it where the instructions said and 

the pole unscrewed itself from the roof while I was on it!  I later found out that by 

putting the nut in the right spot solved the problem. 

http://www.polefitnessdancing.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zCgnaCuxHSE
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4. You must look for quality bearings.  This is a tough one because we girls are not 

machinists (usually).  I didn’t know anything about bearings and I bet you don’t 

either!   All you can do is ask if there is a warranty on the bearings.  Some of the 

EBay and Amazon poles I bought had the bearings go bad after a few short months.  

When that happens, the pole locks up and it won’t spin anymore.  I was able to fix 

the problem by taking it to a local machine shop, but I shouldn’t have had to do that 

with such a new pole 

5. You must get good quality rubber on the dome and base, if the rubber doesn’t stick 

to the ceiling or floor properly it can be a safety hazard. 

Unfortunately, most of the off brand poles come from China and there are no set industrial 

standards for a quality pole.  So looking for these above suggestion can be time consuming and 

taxing.  If you want to save yourself the trouble and buy an affordable and study off brand pole 

for a great price, then check out my website at www.polefitnessdancing.com.   

I have already gone through the pain of finding a good quality off brand pole for you.  I 

currently use that pole in my pole fitness studio and the girls absolutely love them!   

I also still dance on it in my home today; I prefer it over my X Pole because it’s easier for me 

to grip. 

 

Ceiling Types:   

Slanted Ceilings: There are flat ceiling and slanted ceilings (AKA vaulted ceilings).  If you have a 

flat ceiling, any pole will work.  All poles standardly come equipped to install on a flat ceiling.   

If you have a vaulted or “slanted” ceiling then you will need to buy a vaulted ceiling mount 

which is almost always sold separately from the pole. 

If you plan to install a pole on a slanted ceiling, I highly recommend the X Pole because they 

have a far better mount that Lil Mynx.  Lil Mynx poles use one screw and I have had complaints 

from my students that the Lil Mynx is wobbly.  

The X Pole Vaulted Ceiling mount is very heavy duty with 4 screw holes.  I do have students that 

use the X Pole Vaulted Ceiling mount with the Affordable No Brand Pole sold on my site, 

however, it does fit a bit better with the X Pole as it was designed and intended. 

 

http://www.polefitnessdancing.com/
http://polefitnessdancingshop.com/product/affordable-no-brand-removeable-45mm-chrome-dance-pole-kit/
http://polefitnessdancingshop.com/product/affordable-no-brand-removeable-45mm-chrome-dance-pole-kit/
http://www.polefitnessdancing.com/
http://polefitnessdancingshop.com/product/x-pert-vaulted-ceiling-mount-for-40mm-45mm-50mm-poles/
http://polefitnessdancingshop.com/product/x-pert-vaulted-ceiling-mount-for-40mm-45mm-50mm-poles/
http://polefitnessdancingshop.com/product/affordable-no-brand-removeable-45mm-chrome-dance-pole-kit/
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Popcorn Ceilings:  You can install a pole on a popcorn ceiling however it may knock off some of 

the texture.  If you use a portable pole that has a dome, then it may leave a ring on the ceiling 

where it was installed.  If you are VERY careful, you can install it without knocking too much of 

the texture off and avoid the “ring”.  I was able to do it, but I am VERY practiced at taking poles 

up and down on a regular basis.  It’s is unlikely that a newbie would be able to avoid disturbing 

the popcorn texture. 

The popcorn texture can be repaired by getting a spray can of “popcorn” texture at your local 

hardware store and then re-painting.  Yes, it’s easy enough that we girls can do it! 

The ceiling mount on the permanently installed poles will flatten the popcorn texture. 

Plaster or textured Ceilings: These are the most common ceiling types and are very safe to 

install a pole underneath.  You must find a ceiling joist regardless of wither you choose a 

permanent or portable pole.  You can do this with a stud finder. 

Concrete Ceilings:  these are very safe to install any pole underneath, however a portable pole 

dancing pole with a dome will be the easiest to install and use on a regular basis.  Installing a 

permanent pole could be a challenge because you would need to anchor the screws.  You 

cannot just drill them into concrete as you would a wooden joist. 

 

Floor Types 

You can install most any pole you choose on hardwood, carpet, laminate wood, linoleum or any 

other flat surface.  Hardwood or laminate wood is the best for ease of dancing.  You can get rug 

burn from dancing on carpet.  A good dance pole will have protective rubber on the base so the 

floor never gets damaged. 

 

Ceiling Heights & Extensions: 

If you need a pole above 10ft, it is recommended that you choose an X Pole.  They have the 

best extension options by far!  There are other poles that you can have cut to fit your roof, but 

the downslope is that if you every move it to another area with a different ceiling height then 

your pole become un-usable.  That won’t happen if you buy an X Pole, they are very adaptable 

when changing ceiling heights. 

http://www.polefitnessdancing.com/
http://polefitnessdancing.com/how-to-install-a-pole-fitness-dance-pole/
http://polefitnessdancing.com/how-to-install-a-pole-fitness-dance-pole/
http://polefitnessdancingshop.com/product-category/pole-dance-poles/x-poles/
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If you don’t plan to go above 10ft, any other types of poles will work just fine. 

 

 

Pole Diameter – 40mm, 45mm, or 50mm – What’s Best? 

40mm (1.5in) - slimmest, sleekest pole yet, great for small hands  

45mm (1.75in) - most popular, great hand grip, industry & competition standard - 95% of my 

pole sales are 45mm Chrome poles, it is the most common size used at home and in studios.  

48mm (1.89 in) - it’s a 40mm pole and becomes 48mm with silicone coating 

50mm (2in) - original pole size 

53mm (2.09 in) - it’s a 45mm pole and becomes 53mm with silicone coating 

 

 

Pole Finish – Chrome, Brass, Stainless Steel, Silicone, Gold and more! 

Silicone – similar to Chinese pole, can wear clothing, max grip 

Powder Coated - good for sensitive skin, max grip 

Brass - solid polished brass, high grip (has been known to be harder to dance in static mode 

because of the grip) 

Titanium Gold - electronically coated, enhanced grip 

Chrome - most popular, competition standard, regular grip – 95% of my pole sales are 45mm 

Chrome poles, it is the most common size used at home and in studios.  

Stainless Steel - weather resistant, best for sensitive skin, regular grip 

 

 

 

http://www.polefitnessdancing.com/
http://polefitnessdancingshop.com/product-category/pole-dance-poles/x-poles/
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 Questionnaire and Checklist

Answering the questions below will help you narrow down your options quicker and decide what pole is 

best for you.  If you answer “YES” to the following questions, then the check marked items are my 

recommendation. 

Are you using the dance pole for exercise purposes? 

 Lil Mynx (can be static, spinning, or both) 

 Affordable No Brand (features both static and spinning modes) 

 X Pole (can be static, spinning, or both) 

Are you planning to attend a pole dance competition? 

 X Pert X Pole ( you could learn just fine on the Affordable No Brand, 

however getting used to the chrome finish on the X Pole may help you in a 

competition) 

Are you overweight or need a pole to hold heavy body weights of 300+? 

 X Pert X Pole 

 Affordable No Brand 

Are you a lighter weight around 150lbs or less? 

 X Pole Sport or X pert X Pole 

 LiL Mynx 

 Affordable No Brand Pole  

http://www.polefitnessdancing.com/
http://polefitnessdancingshop.com/product-category/pole-dance-poles/lil-mynx/
http://polefitnessdancingshop.com/product/affordable-no-brand-removeable-45mm-chrome-dance-pole-kit/
http://polefitnessdancingshop.com/product-category/pole-dance-poles/x-poles/sport-x-poles/
http://polefitnessdancingshop.com/product-category/pole-dance-poles/x-poles/x-pert-x-poles/
http://polefitnessdancingshop.com/product-category/pole-dance-poles/x-poles/x-pert-x-poles/
http://polefitnessdancingshop.com/product/affordable-no-brand-removeable-45mm-chrome-dance-pole-kit/
http://polefitnessdancingshop.com/product-category/pole-dance-poles/x-poles/sport-x-poles/
http://polefitnessdancingshop.com/product-category/pole-dance-poles/x-poles/x-pert-x-poles/
http://polefitnessdancingshop.com/product-category/pole-dance-poles/lil-mynx/
http://polefitnessdancingshop.com/product/affordable-no-brand-removeable-45mm-chrome-dance-pole-kit/
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Summary: 

 

I do hope this little guide and checklist have helped you decide.  I only wish you the very best and safest 

journey into pole dancing!  It’s so much fun and you won’t regret spending the time or money to give it 

a try! 

Life is short and enjoying your exercise and workout can make all the difference when you are trying to 

increase the level of happiness in your daily life. 

 

 

Danna 

www.polefitnessdancing.com 

Vital Pole Expression LLC “The Exotic Fitness Oasis” 
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